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SIDE SCAN SONAR RECORDS OF THE BRISBANE RIVER 
AND THE INTERPRETATION OF ANCIENT SEA LEVELS 
by Gerald E.G. Sargent 
(with 3 Text-figures, and 5 Plates) 
ABSTRACT. High resolution side scanning sonargraphs of subaqueous 
terrain can be used to interpret detailed morphology and gross textural 
forms. 
The Brisbane River, an ancient watercourse, presently occupies a 
channel which probably dates back to the earlier stages of the Pleistocene, 
possibly to the late Pliocene. 
Sonargraphs of the River from the City (Brisbane) upstream to the 
confluence with a major tributary, the Bremer River, reveal a sequence of 
alternating gorges and reaches, interpreted as knickpoints corresponding to 
stillstands of earlier sea levels. 
INTRODUCTION 
Sideways scanning sonars were first used for submarine geological 
studies in late 1950 (Kunze 1957; Chesterman et al. 1958) the first specific 
instruments being built in the United Kingdom. The tremendous potential of 
the first production device (the Kelvin Hughes MS43 1966) was masked 
because its graphic recorder was poor. Subsequently, an American manu­
facturer (Edgerton, Germhausen and Greer) produced in 1967 what was to 
become the instrument by which the others are now judged. Based wholly 
upon the concepts developed in the British device it embodied a superior 
graphic recorder simultaneously displaying both port and starboard channels 
(an idea initiated by Kunze 1957). This "dual channel" display was the only 
real innovation, but was to prove a significant one. An improved version of 
the device was introduced in 1972 having a greater power output and increas­
ed sensitivity enabling the range capabilities of the system to be better 
realised. Trials of the improved device in the Coronation Reach of the 
Brisbane River clearly indicated that further work in the river would be 
worthwhile, however it was not until 197 4, following the disasterous floods 
of January 197 4, that funds became available for systematic surveys. The 
whole of the navigable length of the river was then surveyed, a distance of 
some 72 km. 
The principles of side scan sonar are adequately summarised in a 
variety of publications (Chesterman e t al. 1958, Sargent 1968 a, b). Text­
fig. I shows schematically the principles. It is to be noted that these devices 
incorporate a graphic recorder producing an immediately visible continuous 
strip sonargraph upon a suitable sensitized medium - usually paper. 
Pap. Dep. Geol. Univ. Qd, 8(2): 64- 81, pls 1-5, October 1978. 
Text-fig. 1 
METHOD 
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Practical applications of oblique or s.ide scanning sonar. 
(a) Single channel equipment 
(b) Twin channel equipment 
(reprinted from Sargent 1968) 
The side scan sonar surveys of the Brisbane River were carried out 
using vesse l s provided by the Department of Harbours and Marine, Queens· 
land, for the lower reaches, and using the trawler operated by the Zoology 
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Department of the University of Queensland for the length extending from 
above the William J oily Bridge through to just above the confluence of the 
Bremer River with the Brisbane River. Above the City the width of the river 
rarely exceeds 250m, thus a track sailed down the centre allowed a graphic 
record of the river bed extending out of each bank to be produced, using a 
range scale of 125 m per channel. 
Position fixing, in contrast to the offshore situation, is relatively 
simple as recognisable features exist all along the river which can be used 
for relocation, fix marks being made on the original record to mark their 
perpendicular adjacence to the ship's track. As both banks are usually 
recorded on the sonargraph, relocation to within ± 20 meters presents few 
problems and greater precision still is possible with some care. 
It must. be understood that the sonargraphic record is produced on 
a straight paper (from a roll of sensitised material) whereas the ship's track 
follows the sinuous nature of the river. In terms of off-shore use of side scan 
sonar this contravenes practically every rule in the book, however where 
river studies are concerned this technique is rational and the distortions 
introduced quickly become recognisable and can be rectified. 
No accurate topographic maps of the Brisbane River showing bank 
detail exist; the most accurate map of the river being a hydrographic chart 
prepared following the 1974 flood, when it was realised that very substantial 
changes had occurred to the bed form. So large is the surface area of the 
river (over 20 km2) that the revised charting had to rely upon only two 
longitudinal traverses supplemented by linearly regular cross traverses (pro­
files) at intervals of about 100m, the object being the re-establishment of 
the navigability of the river, to river craft. It is evident from a comparison of 
these charts with the sonargraphs that interpolation between bathymetric 
profiles leads in places to gross inaccuracies because of the very irregular bed 
form (Plate 1, figs 1, 2). The sonargraphs, where they record the river banks, 
do so with great accuracy, often conflicting in detail with existing maps and 
charts which have "smoothed orr· much of this detail by interpolation 
during their construction. 
RESULTS 
The most significant bank feature revealed by the sonargraphs is a 
gross one, a widening and narrowing of the river which is observed over the 
entire length from above the confluence of the Bremer River with the 
Brisbane River to some kilometers below the William Jolly Bridge in the City 
area. The narrow parts of the river prove to be quite deep (IS to 30m) and 
have a slightly higher rate of flow than the wider shallower stretches. These 
are termed "gorges" and "reaches'' respectively, see Text-fig. 2. Correspond­
ing depth variations are revealed along track by the sonargraphs, which 
substantiate in gross terms the revised hydrographic soundings of the River 
following the 1974 flood. As would be expected in a sluggish tidal river, the 
cross sectional area of the river does not vary to the same extent as does 
the width. 
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Text-fig. 2 T his sketch illustrates in schematic form the concept of "gorge"-"reach"­
"gorge". Note that either may occur at any part of the river, on a bend or 
a straight. 
The statement above that flow is slightly greater in the "gorges" than 
in the "reaches" is based upon visual observation at many sites on many 
occasions but lacks precise measure. This observation is however supported 
by two separate supporting pieces of evidence to which reference will be 
drawn later in the text. 
The most significant subfluvial features revealed by the sonargraphs 
relate to the occurrence of megaripples developed upon the contemporaneous 
bed material about the upstream parts of the reaches (Plate 2). These fre· 
quently extend upstream as narrow tongues into the down stream parts of 
immediately upstream "gorges". Some of the "reaches" reveal a gradation 
from coarse megaripples at the upstream end to progressively smaller ripples 
downstream. In others the megaripples appear to have a ripple of much 
shorter wave length progressively developed upon them such that over 
extensive areas, usually about the downstream parts of the reaches, evidence 
of the underlying megaripples can be obscured by the superimposed shorter 
wave length ripples. 
Of interest is the variety of form and texture of the sides of the river 
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channel confining these contemporaneous deposits. In the gorges extensive 
bedrock exposure is common (Plate 3, figs 1, 2). Along both banks extens­
ive evidence of outcropping rocks is evident, with minor landslips in some 
locations (Plate 4, figs I, 2). A fonn of longitudinal sub fluvial slumping 
here termed 'spalling' is evident in some· areas, this is observed to be gener­
ally restricted to outcrops of older fluvial materials (Plate 5, fig. l). 
Repeated surveys of parts of the river reveal that the activities of the 
aggregate dredges are concentrated about the upstream parts of the contem­
poraneous deposits, coincident with the megaripples bedform. Discussion 
with representatives of the Industry lends support to the interpretation that 
these 'upstream' megaripples characterise coarser grades of fluvial beds than 
occur lower down the reach. The occurrence of megaripples beneath a 
superimposition of shorter period ripples is interpreted as the occurrence of 
a superficial (post flood) contemporaneous finer fluvial deposit over the 
coarser flood (1974) regime deposits that extend down the reach (see 
Plate 5, fig. 2). 
Continuous reflection seismic profiling surveys carried out in the 
City Area supported by drilling, and the logs of deeper drilling at various 
bridge sites, provide fairly conclusive evidence that the river for much of 
its length occupies a channel infilled with sediment of fluvial to fluvial and 
marine origin (coarse to medium gravels, sands, silts and partly consolidated 
clays etc.). In some localities the base of the original channel lies at depths 
considerably below the present river level, figures of over 45 m being record­
ed, which is in excess of the water depth anywhere along the river. 
DISCUSSION 
The "overdeepened channel" is a phenomenon now known to be the 
rule rather than the exception for most of those of the world's rivers having 
a Pleistocene history; stillstands of lowered Pleistocene sea level generally 
being regarded as the principal cause. The geomorphic response of river 
channels to Pleistocene sea level oscillations is well documented, (e.g. Jones 
1924; Zeuner 1959). Whilst the occurrence of knickpoints in rivers can be 
attributed to outcrops of competent materials, they are more often associat­
ed with fluvial erosion accompanying changes of sea level. The overdeepening 
of the Brisbane River may be accounted for by invoking stillstands at one or 
more lowered sea levels. The occurrence of an extensive suite of terrestrial 
fluvial channels in Moreton Bay is e�ident from continuous reflection 
seismic profiles (Hekel et a/. 1976; unpublished work by the writer and 
others). 
The repetitous "gorge"-"reach"-"gorge" sequence in the upper 
parts of the river is interpreted as due to the presence of a series of knick­
points, each coincident altimetrically with the upstream position of a 
"gorge" (Text-fig. 3). The river channel passes through a varied rock sequence 
comprising tightly folded Paleozoic metamorphics, gently folded Mesozoics 
and older fluvial deposits, each exhibiting apparently relatively uniform 
mechanical properties. This is substantiated by the lack of knickpoints 
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associated with two major rock bars that cross the river at St. Lucia (6 mile 
rocks) and Jindalee (17 mile rocks). That no knickpoints occur coincident 
with intraformational boundaries, or to phenomena otherwise related to 
competence is regarded as evidence in support of the hypothesis that these 
knickpoints are due to ancient stillstands of sea level. 
Whilst it is emphasised that no precise altirnetric survey of the river 
has been carried out to confirm the bed profile form shown schematically 
(Text-fig. 3), it is considered that this profile is probably correct for two 
reasons. 
Text-fig. 3 
Ancient river 
bed ptofile 
Cootemporoneous 
fluvial deposits, 
probably overlying 
olderfluvials. 
reach 
Three sketches to show. top to bottom, schematic plan of the Brisbane 
River with "gorge"-"reach"'-"gorge" development, the variation in depth 
with width, and thirdly in profile the "flight of steps" concept showing 
knickpoints, deep gorges and succeeding nuvial sediment covered reaches. 
Note the postulated extrapolated thalwcgs relating to ancient sea levels. 
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Firstly, because in plan projection a sequential "gorge"-"reach"­
"gorge" pattern emerges in which the narrow gorges exhibit a higher (but 
not con finned by measurement) peak downstream velocity of flow than the 
reaches. This is confirmed by the sonargraphs which reveal that the gorges 
are deeply scoured (in many cases to expose bedrock) despite their increased 
depth, i.e. the cross sectional area is smaller and velocity of flow higher than 
in the adjacent reaches. 
Secondly, that the gorges are always immediately followed by a 
contemporaneous coarse grained fluvial bed-formation exhibiting megaripples 
indicative of a diminution of transporting power and hence velocity of flow, 
i.e. the "gorge" experiences a higher velocity of tlow than the succeeding 
"reach". 
As an increased velocity of flow in an open hydraulic system can 
only occur if the hydraulic gradient is increased, the river must experience an 
increased gradient through the "gorge" zone. That the river's nett velocity 
reduces to low values, and even reverses for quite a significant proportion o� 
the day due to tidal influences, precludes any argument that a flume effect 
occurs in the lower part of the gorges giving rise to the downstream graded 
megarippled deposits, as this effect would operate in both directions, and 
there is no evidence of a reverse (upstream) deposition. The asymmetric 
ripple marks in fact clearly indicate a high velocity downstream flow immed­
iately succeeding the preceeding gorge, in many cases exhibiting a diminish­
ing energy level downstream in any given reach. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is concluded that the profile of the river from �.:onfluence of the 
Bremer River with the Brisbane River to below the William Jolly Bridge 
displays a "flight of stairs" sequence of mnnccted paraboli�.: curves each 
reflecting a period of erosion related to a specific stillstand of sea level 
(Text-fig. 3). Confirmation of this by the discovery and correlation of 
thalassostatic terraces awaits the completion of further work. In a later 
paper it is proposed to distinguish two generic c.:lasses of bedform. Firstly 
and youngest contemporaneous fluvial deposit related to the most recent 
major flood, of the 1974 style, whose deposits remain largdy undisturbed 
by tidal and normal nuvial seasonal regimes. Secondly. an older se(tuence of 
fluvial deposits associated with effects of major floods following a Pleistocene 
(or earlier) elevation of sea level to a stillstand. 
The contemporaneous bed form of coarse gravel to fine sand was 
emplaced by a higher than normal energy regime, such was experienced 
during the flood of 1974. At that time velocity of fiow rose dramatically and 
a type of "musical chairs" movement of the previously stable bed form took 
place. Along each "reach" mobilisation of the bed to considerable depths 
ac�.:ompanied the increased (flood} flow. These materials moved by suspen­
sion, and by fluid bed movement along the "reach" into the "gorges". Upon 
leaving the "gorge" zone a reduction in now velocity led to the deposition 
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of a regraded sediment largely derived from the preceeding "reach". This is 
a simplistic view of what was probably a more complex (but essentially 
similar) process. During the 1974 flood the upper reaches of the river were 
extensively deepened by the gross movement of bed material downstream. 
These upper portions were deprived of replenishment from upstream for two 
reasons: Firstly the principal flood waters came from a tributary, the Bremer, 
which drains a poor 'source' area for sand and gravel. Secondly because the 
principal source bed areas lay above a man made impediment, Mount Crosby 
Weir, which acts like a vast reach absorbing material brought into it, the 
effect of the weir being analogous to a groyne in this context. However as 
it is not yet filled to capacity, material is not passed on. A major flood 
above the weir could result in the mobilisation of gravels in the upper river 
filling and commencement of replenishment of the upper reaches. 
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PLATE EXPLANATION 
Plate I 
Fig. I 
Fig. 2 
Chart and sonargraph for a section of the 
Brisbane River adjacent to the University sit� 
at St. Lucia. 
This shows the Bathymetric Chart. The position of an unchart­
ed rock bar is shown by heavy dashed lines. 
The sonargraph for the corresponding part of the river showing 
a prominent rock bar crossing most of the river. 
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PLATE I 
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PLATE EXPLANATION 
Plate 2 
Dual channel side scan sonargraph of part of gorge (top) extend­
ing into a reach (bottom) showing extensive development of 
megaripples. Portions of north bank of river are visible the 
right-hand-side of the sonargraph. Scale lines are 25 m apart, 
river flow top to bottom. 
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PLATE EXPLANATION 
Plate 3 
Fig. I 
Fig. 2 
Sonargraphs of the Brisbane River 
Sonargraph at Indooroopilly Bridge showing rock outcrop from 
north bank (top) extending into deepest part of gorge (30m). 
Bridge pier (centre lower) leaves shadow. River flow left to right, 
scale lines 25 m apart. 
Gorge showing fine ripples at lower end of upstream reach (left) 
and coarse deposits extending up into gorge from down stream 
reach (centre·right upper sonargraph). Note extensive rock 
outcrop on south bank extending across to northern side of 
sonargraph in deepest part of gorge (> 12m). 
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PLATE 3 
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PLATE EXPLANATION 
Plate 4 
Fig. I 
Sonargraphs of the Brisbane River 
River flow right to left. Scale lines 25 m. Note large land slip 
from south bank (top) into river. Note minor spalling of sub­
merged steep slopes to the extreme le�t and 
_
[i&ht- of the slip. 
Fig. 2 Enlargement of slip shown in Plate 4 fig. above. Note tree 
trunks on left just above scale marker line. 
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PLATE 4 
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PLATE EXPLANATION 
Plate 5 
Fig. I 
Fig. 2 
Sonargraphs of the Brisbane River 
Water flow bottom to top of page, scale lines at 25m intervals. 
Note "spalling" of steep submerged face some 8 m from mouth 
(left side page) bank. Note spoil extends to 25 m from foot of 
steep face extending across fluvial (rippled) deposits. 
Sonagraph of typical "reach" bounded by "gorges" upstream 
and downstream. Scale lines at 25 m intervals, water flow 
bottom to top of page. Note coarse megaripples and extensive 
evidence of dredging at upstream "start" of reach. Note short 
period ripples on north side (left-hand-side of page) and down­
stream end of reach. 
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PLATE 5 
